
	
	
 
Thank you so much for having me here on this very special day. 
 
As president of the Rutland Area Branch of the NAACP, I am thrilled for this 
opportunity to speak with you today. 
 
First: let me say… 
 
CONGRATULATIONS TO CASTLETON UNIVERSITY’S GRADUATING 
CLASS OF 2022. 
 
You made it. 
 
What a marvelous job. 
 
You’ve worked hard to get to this day. 
 
You studied nights. You went to class before or after work, attended lectures, took notes, 
sweated every exam, and wrote term papers in your head on the drive home. 
 
You did the work. 
 
You persevered. 
 
You are the best-prepared generation -- Ever! 
 
Today, you are officially connected to 8,000 years of accumulated human 
knowledge. 
 
Your hard-earned educations and talents and skills are state-of-the-art. 
 
You are the newest wizards of mathematics, medicine, philosophy, science, 
technology, art and more. 
 
But – mindful of all the work you’ve done to get to this moment – you must know: YOUR 
WORK IS JUST BEGINNING. 
 
Our beautiful, messy world needs you. 
 



As tomorrow’s stewards – you will face challenges, requiring all of your academic prowess, 
talent, patience, spirit, and self-belief. 
 
You are up to the challenge. You worked to make this wonderful day happen! 
 
You rolled up your sleeves and you worked for it. 
 
Brilliant!! 
 
I applaud you. 
 
GO CASTLETON U!! 
 
GO SPARTANS!! 
 
GO VERMONT!! 
 
I want to thank everyone for your warm welcome. 
 
This is such a special day – huh? 
 
I am honored to be here, representing America’s oldest national civil rights 
organization as a guest of Vermont’s oldest, and most prestigious university. 
 
I am also proud of the fact that this August marks the first anniversary of the 
historic installment of Castleton NAACP’s collegiate chapter – 
 
As I was preparing my remarks, I realized this great university was established in 
1787 -- 235 years ago -- and the National Association for the Advancement of 
Colored People was established in 1909 -- 113 years ago. 
 
The ages of both entities add up to 348 years of combined service, promoting 
educational and cultural advancement, and shaping positive civic values. 
 
So, it took a total sum of 348 years of collective effort to build our history-making 
partnership… but it has happened… We are here – together. 
 
I’m so proud of this historic achievement… 
 
Recognition must go to the university’s insightful administration, its devoted 
faculty, and of course, its open-minded student body for welcoming the NAACP 
with enthusiasm and genuine commitment. I also want to give special tribute to 
graduating seniors who were instrumental in the building of the Castleton NAACP Chapter 
Tajae Edwards and Nadia Cox. We will work to remain a contributing campus fixture well into 
the future. 



 
This awesome land in which this campus lies was originally inhabited by the 
Wabenaki, Abenaki and Mahican nations – today it continues to a beautiful 
mountain environment, with its blend of historic and modern buildings, and its 
superb academic programs – it is the most fitting place in Vermont to inspire new generations 
of leaders and professionals. 
 
I was so surprised to be selected for the incredible honor of giving this year’s 
commencement remarks. 
 
I see myself just as a Mom… 
 
…An average every day Mom – working and raising kids, Bennington, VT. 
 
A Mom who wants to help change some things. 
 
What can I say to impress you? 
 
Your professors are world-class scholars, some of the most respected in academia in the 
country. 
 
This storied university is the first institution of higher learning in Vermont. 
What intellectual stimulus can I provide? 
 
Then I thought: Hey, I’m a Mom… 
 
If you believe William Shakespeare: 
 
“The hand that rocks the cradle rules the world.” 
 
That’s a lot of Power. 
 
Speaking of Moms… 
 
I’m reminded of the remarkable Lucy Terry Prince – a BLACK WOMAN – a 
powerful community activist-Mom – who lived and died two hundred years ago. 
 
Born in Africa – she was kidnapped as an infant and sold into slavery in New 
England. 
 
As an adult, she purchased her freedom and moved to Vermont in 1760. 
 
In an era of brutal racism – especially against black folks who dared to speak out – this self-
educated black Mom became an acclaimed poet, a celebrated storyteller, and a persuasive 
orator who argued a case before the United States Supreme Court. 



She was assertive and independent. 
 
She fearlessly agitated for her six children to attend college and she used her skill “in defense 
of her family’s rights and property” numerous times, according to her biography. 
 
Her courage and her deeds inspire me. 
 
I see myself in her story. 
 
I am a Mom. 
 
I have a mind. 
 
I have a voice. 
 
I have power. 
 
So, I decided to be a Mom here today and try to say some useful things. 
 
That’s what Moms do. 
 
Mothers say useful things – 
 
Even if they’re boring things no one wants to hear. 
 
I want to talk about empathy and personal power… 
 
I want to talk to you about community leadership. 
 
I want to talk about constructing positive social outcomes by cultivating 
self-awareness. 
 
And we need to talk about race, more specifically – racism. * 
 
I didn’t intend to become a community activist. It just sort of happened. 
 
Four years ago, I started my journey to address social issues, having to do with 
cultural and systemic racial biases, deliberate discrimination, and acts of harmful 
prejudice. 
 
My boys are multi-racial. Their African-American family genetics comprise the 
heart of their unique identities. 
 
I became concerned when my kids experienced racist taunts at school. 
 



I worried that verbal assaults would escalate into physical attacks against my kids. 
 
So, I got involved. I didn’t set out to become the NAACP president or a 
community activist. I was simply trying to protect my children just like Lucy. The 
more I got involved, the more layers started to unravel and other people heard 
about me and started to come to me for advice and for advocacy…that’s when I 
learned about my personal power. 
 
I had no idea how much work I was in for. 
 
But – like all of you – I did the work. I’m doing the work … 
 
And just like you – I now know my work has just begun! 
 
In my case, the work of community activism consists of a continuous carousel of 
meetings, hours of impassioned zoom calls, and perpetual events planning ... 
endless interactions and discussions with people about how to treat the cancer of racism in 
our community. 
 
I ask questions. I look for objective answers. 
 
I learned so much through practical application. 
 
My qualifications are forged in the living laboratory of hands-on experience: 
 
… Where I get to talk with people and listen to them … 

 
… Where I work with state and nationally elected officials … 
 
… Where problem-solving skills are tested in real time … 
 
My community work shows me that Vermont is a microcosm of America – 
hardworking – clean living –good people who want to do the right thing. 
 
I learned that – although Vermont was the first state in the nation to attempt to ban slavery – 
racism does still exist here – 
 
Likewise, it exists in America and the world -- on a macro level. 
 
I guess that means whoever you are – wherever you go with your white, black, or 
brown skin — racism is going to factor into your life … 
 
Whether you are the privileged beneficiary of racial inequities or the undeserving 
recipient of racially biased mistreatment and injustice – race matters to you – 



personally. 
 
My work with the NAACP has exposed me to an assortment of views on racism. 
 
Some people tell me racism doesn’t exist. 
 
Oh, slavery ended a long time ago. Racism is something agitators use to start 
trouble, they say. 
 
Others minimize it. 
 
Oh, it’s not that bad. It’s getting better, they say. I don't see color. 
 
For me -- the public murder of Ahmaud Arbery in Georgia and the televised 
murder of George Floyd in Minnesota offer a more urgent point of view. 
 
Racism rears its ugly head when we least expect it. 
 
I see it on the community level and it scares me. I have seen it here on this 
beautiful campus. 
 
… A snub here … A sleight there … An insensitive remark … A slur … A fist 
… A bruise … A life: Hurt … Warped … Often destroyed by ignorant 
stereotyping and primitive tribalism. 
 
I want to believe that we are higher up on the evolutionary ladder than that. 
 
On top of the weight of inherent racism, my generation has saddled your 
generation with enormous challenges: 
 
Inflation, volatile markets, debt, unstable world events, climate change, and 
more. 
 
Your work is cut out for you. Your plates are full. 
 
You possess marvelous educations and you’re poised to hit the ground running. 
 
You are the future. The reins of power are now in your knowledgeable hands. 
 
But please consider this mother’s words-of-caution about the use of that power: 
 
Power without empathy is dangerous …Think of the carnage left behind from 
history’s monstrous dictators. 
 
Let's reflect upon this elegant slice of wisdom from George Washington Carver – 



son of a black sharecropper who became one of America’s greatest scientific minds. 
... 
 
He said: 
 
“How far you go in life depends on your being tender with the young – compassionate with the aged 
– sympathetic with the striving – and tolerant of the weak and the strong. Because someday in life 
you will have been all of these.” 
 
George Washington Carver was a genius. 
 
His poignant message about empathy, love, and compassion is core to my own 
personal beliefs … 
 
These are the beliefs that inform my approach to community service: 
 
* I believe our differences are our assets not our liabilities … 
 
* I believe money without love is hollow … 
 
* I believe success at the cost of your soul is failure. 
 
* I believe all individuals are different from one another – yet – we are the same – 
we are all human … 
 
* I believe most of us share similar values – not least among those values is love 
for our children and the desire to protect them and make their lives better than our own. 
 
I would venture to say that most of the people in this room and beyond have 
similar beliefs. 
 
Racism in our communities works against our shared beliefs and it thwarts our 
common goals. 
 
The problems with racism and injustices are deeply embedded in our psyches – and they 
exacerbate so many of the other problems that we are not resolving. 
 
It is an ongoing tragic reality – not just for people of color and LGBTQ persons and people with 
disabilities– but also for all who cherish progressive American 
values – as the majority of Vermonters do ... as most Americans do. 
 
You’ve been through so much these past four years – what with the collective 
suffering we experienced with COVID-19 – and all the illnesses – the loss of life 
– I’m sure you’re feeling the overwhelming stress of a pandemic that’s lasted 
more than two years. 



But on this day – your day – optimism rules. 
 
You are modern superhero scholars – caped-crusaders with college degrees – able to apply 
the power of knowledge at warp speed to save the world from certain destruction. 
 
And the world is always in dire need of being saved… FROM US … 
 
Where is Batman when we need him? 
 
Do we need him now? 
 
No – the world needs YOU … YOU … YOU … AND YOU … ALL OF YOU! 
 
ONLY YOU CAN SAVE THE WORLD. 
 
Seriously, I do believe in the power of the individual. I believe in The Power of 
One. 
 
One person with a vision – and that’s YOU – can create a tsunami of societal 
change… 
 
Community service made me realize that great social transformations begin with 
the individual … spreads to the village … to the town … the city … the state … to 
the entire nation – and ultimately – to the world. 
 
Mahatma Gandhi – Martin Luther King, Jr. – Nelson Mandela…– all astonishing 
individuals who changed the world forever. 
 
The individual – who influences other like-minded individuals – can be a catalyst 
for good. 
 
You all remember Socrates…He said, 
 
“The unexamined life is not worth living.” 
 
I agree with Socrates and Michael Jackson: 
It’s Man in The Mirror time. 
 
I think Socrates and Michael were advocating introspection – self-awareness 
-  knowledge of self – exploring one’s own thoughts, feelings and desires as a 
means to understanding others. 
 
In other words: “… take a look at yourself and make a change.” 
 
If you see hate – you have the power to change it into love. 



 
The academic growth you’ve experienced here at Castleton University – the 
friendships and personal interactions – will shape and reshape your personas for 
the rest of your lives. 
 
Dale Carnegie – the author of the famous book How to Win Friends and Influence People – once 
said… 
 
“Knowledge isn’t power until it is applied.” 
 
You can apply the knowledge you’ve gained here to lead or mislead – it is your 
choice. 
 
So, from this Mom talking to you – – I want you to live up to your potential, 
follow your heart and do good unto the world. That starts by using that power 
inside of you and remember that the only thing that perpetuates evil is for 
good people to do nothing. 
 
Thank you … thank you so much … Thank you ... Congratulations. 
 
 


